
WATTS'BAR 'NUCLZhR PLur- MIT 2 - rMAILITY TO MAINTAIN POST LOSS OF COOLANT 
ACCIDENT MEUGECY CORE COOLING SISTZK SUMIP WATER LEVEL - WIND-50-391/86-35 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-01l Inspector 
Bob Carroll on March 18, 11986 in accordance with 10 CVR 50.55(o) as SCR UM 
NUB 8620. Enclosed is our f inal report.  

If theme are any questions, please Set. in touch with R. H. Shell at 
VTS 858-26881.  
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GuuY&x=u16mx1 gm UEzaiURMU zo e1Sv3t1oU 101) i, u 3,z tt. IM"ea) after a 
loss Of co'o'lant accident (LOCA). This in to ensure in adequate -supply of 
Coolant and proper operation of the residual beat removal (RHl) pumps at the 
onset of and during post-LOCA recirculation cooling. Because of coiman 
connections through the RB-floor drains inside the crane wall, the IM 
'auidiliary floor and equipment drain (AME) sump must also maintain the water 

* level at this elevation..  

As'shown on TWA drawing 47W1476-2 314 for 1133, there are two 2" by 3" holes In 
each 8" disamter standpipe for level transmitters 2-77-LT-401 and -411 for the 
35 AFED sump. The holes were designed to allow venting-of the standpipes to 
ensure accurate level indication. The standpipes extend outside of the 33 
AFED s" anC the holes are located outside of the sump and below .1 703'. De 
to the elevation difference (7161-7030) and the location of the subject holes 
outside of RS APED sump, the ability to maintain the post-LOCK ICCS sump water 
level is jeopardized.  

TVA has-determined that this deficiency was-caused by the designer's failure 
to recognize that the holes in the standpipes would-violate th~e integrity of 
the RB AFED in regard to maintaining the required post-LOCA RCCS water level.  
This deficiency is considered to be an isolated design oversight.  

SafetZ Impl-ications 

the subject holes result in a total of 24 in~ _f area for flow out of the RB 
-AME sump. As described above, this could jeopardize the ability to maintain 
the required post-LOCA KCCS sump water level. This could possibly result in 
vortexing through the ECCS sump and subsequent air entrainment and cavitation 
in the 3111 pumps, thereby resulting in damage to the 3113 pumps and a possible 
loss of recirculation cooling following a LOCA. Consequently, this could 
adversely affect the safety of operations of the plant.


